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Abstract: Object: The analysis of established online learning community, and its structural elements
and creation strategies can shed light on the effect of the application of online learning community in
the occupational training of college teachers. Methods: detailed analysis of the existing successful
online Teacher learning communities like the Wired for Learning and the online learning community
established by Beijing Normal University. Conclusion: Traditional learning community took place in
a specific physical environment, whose members and resources are limited by the physical
environment. Online learning community can help solve many of the existing problems in traditional
training and opened new possibilities for occupational training
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2 Literature Review
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3 Analysis and Evaluation of Online
Learning Community in Occupational
Training of College Teachers

Education first introduced the term "community"
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Bruner in its research also pointed out in the

aimed to help middle school teachers' career

process of learning the importance of the

development, and Wired for Learning, a
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the lifelong development of the individual. After
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built by the Capital Normal University, to

synchronous learning, asynchronous learning

provide the support for the sharing of learning

and group learning activities. In addition, the

resources, offer a variety of teaching and

online learning community will help to optimize

learning tools, and ease the burden of teachers to

the spread of practical knowledge and thus

conduct online classes and students' cognitive
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load. Their improvement in teaching efficiency

Aided by the tools, the resources and activities

and quality has been proved in the empirical

on the community platform, tacit knowledge can

research.
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The online learning community made it

community is formed in the digital and virtual

possible to solve many of the existing problems

space, members and the resources enjoyed great

in the teachers’ occupational development. First,

flexibility. Online learning community realized

in traditional teaching occupational training, in

the sharing of resource in the true sense and

most cases, the learners are isolated from each

changed their way of learning and collaboration,

other and therefore limited to one’s own

which really enhanced the learning effect of the
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number is small and the effect is quite limited.

wide employment of E-learning and M-learning.
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mutual cooperation. Based on the digital

learning can happen in any forms and at any
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learning, a truly personalized learning, was no
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achieved. Second, the current knowledge sharing
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limited
While
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by
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is still in a state of disorder and cannot realize

materials, such as books, notes, but all the the

effective sharing with others. For example, by

bits of information on the Internet, such as text,

cloud technology, computer can meet the

audio, video, images, and so on.

demand of large data and information processing,

The online learning community can play a

where "the cloud" resource is accessible

major role in the college teachers’ career

anywhere any time. But it is still necessary,

development. The main advantage of online

through the appropriate construction of facilities,

learning community derives from the support of

to separate the function of the resource from its

information technology that specially focused on

entity, and to realize the integration and flexible

the activity of community members, resource

configuration of resources. Only through this can

sharing, technology tools and relations between

the advantage of the congregation, sharing and

them. This can definitely promote the technical

update of resources be achieved [4]. Through the

level of teachers' professional development.

integration of the resources on the internet

Online learning community can also strengthen

community platform, we can best share and

the collaboration of the teachers. It is highly

absorb the collective resources.

flexible in time and space and is suitable for the
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online learning community should possess a few

members, which can turn a traditional “resource

essential elements, which include a social

distribution center” into an “interactive platform”

network based on personal relations, a simple

in a true sense.

and open communication channel inside the
community that is accessible to all interested

4 Findings and Suggestions

mutual

After the analysis and evaluation, we can

understanding, dialogue, feedback, a common

say that in the construction of online learning

experience and a common history. We can

community, special attention must be paid to the

analyze these elements in a detailed way. The

following factors.

primal factor in the online learning community is

4.1 A clear and precise definition of the theme

groups,

private

meetings

and

the community members that are the various

of the online learning community.

participants of an online learning community,

The theme must be pertinent to the

such as various kinds of ordinary members and

promotion

team leaders. As for the occupational training of

development, resources improvement and the

college English teachers, any online learning

teaching of a particular major. It also should give

community of this kind must have enough

enough consideration to the needs of teachers

interested

online

and the requirements of curriculum reform. The

learning community should also be equipped

purpose of the choice of the subject is to

with the appropriate technical tools, such as

continuously inject confidence and motivation

those that are used to support a variety of

into new members of the learning community

community learning activities such as efficient

and to enable them to communicate in an

search

tools,

atmosphere of equality, democracy, freedom.

communication tools, collaboration tools, and

Therefore, we can make an organic combination

the like. Besides, the online learning community

of teachers' professional development and course

also should have a central subject. This is

resources construction.

initiated by the community organizer or by some

4.2 The establishment of a reward mechanism in

members of the community and it should be of

the construction of teaching resources

members.

engines,

Secondly,

the

management

of

the

teachers’

professional

mutual interest, it is the focus of the target

The implementation of the reward system

community activities. In the case of college

on the one hand, can help teachers maintain the

English teachers occupational development, the

enthusiasm

topics would better include but not limited to the

updating, and on the other hand, enhance the

following topics like big classroom teaching,

teachers' sense of the identity as being a member

lesson preparation, choice of teaching resources,

of the learning community. It can also prompt

the academic development and so on. The online

teachers to have a positive competition and thus

learning community should possess enough

realize common development for all those

resources, various resources like multimedia and

involved.

interactive digital resources, and also human

4.3The support of powerful learning tools and

resources in a broader sense. For example, the

the collection of rich resources

for

resource

construction

and

online learning community for college English

A rich variety of resources are the essential

teachers, there should be a balance of the

nutrients for teachers' teaching and researching

number of inexperienced young teachers and

activities.

experienced teachers to achieve the desirable

4.4 Online

effect. In a word, online learning community is a

complement each other.

condensed experience of all the community
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The focus of our efforts is the construction
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of the online learning atmosphere based on the

education experts can become reality.”[5]

internet technique. Most of the activities are
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